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Now, We Begin.

Indeed, greetings unto you Beloved and Holy Friends. Indeed greetings unto
you first born of the Father. Indeed, greetings unto you with whom I have
journeyed since before time began. Indeed, greetings unto you who elect this
Time, this Life, this world, to turn away from illusion and to turn toward the
Truth that sets you free. Indeed, greetings unto you, who have elected to enter
incarnation at this Time, in the epics of humanity’s Atonement, to complete
your own journeys as Soul, knowing, as each and every one of you knows, or
you would not have ever said ‘Yes’ to the attraction, to the vortex we have been
carefully building and grounding through this, what you call your Festival,
hmmm - though at times it does not feel quite so celebratory! For you have
known that, along with your own personal journey of the Soul, that it is
expedient to complete the final learnings that can be learned in the field of
space and time, upon the Earth, held by The Mother. But also because you have
known, and listen well, each and every one of you has known, from before the
choice and the process of incarnation, that it was by entering into the
quickening of the finality of your own learning, that you will indeed be joining
with Brothers and Sisters who know the time is at hand and that by so doing,
hmm, the Atonement of the whole of humanity can be dramatically quickened
toward its completion. You have looked upon this plane before you incarnated
and you saw and you knew THE TIME IS NOW!

We, that you would call the Christ Council, began a process long, long ago of
the awakening and the quickening and the transfiguration of humanity, not
unlike your alchemist would seek to bring a base metal into the quality of gold.
And we entered into matter, we entered into the dream of separation,
recognising exactly what its vibrations were, to take on with great joy the
opportunity to transmit a frequency that would then transform the lowest of
frequencies, the most greatest density of energy possible - we call it your
physical matter - in a place where the deepest depths of Egoic separation can

be maintained, sustained and even celebrated. There are not too many
dimensions in Creation where separation is so roundly celebrated. And we
entered into it to take on the task, joyously, of transmuting and transfiguring
the greatest, lowest, basest frequencies ever devised and created and
manifested into form, into Heaven on Earth, in which all of humanity knows the
Truth of its nature as Christ and expresses the fullness of the gifts of Christ in
Space and Time - unlimitedness being manifest.

Well, who would need to go to a job when you can manifest an apple? What
would mankind be doing if it did not need to toil and work for survival? What
would mankind be doing if all fears had truly come to be utterly dissolved in
the Light of Truth? What would you be doing? Meticulously then, and in
constant awareness of the Infinite Sovereignty and freedom of the Mind of every
Soul to change its Mind, to dance, to ignore Light, to seek Light, to hate Light,
to judge Light, to seek to kill the Light - I have some experience of that
personally! So in the ever changing kaleidoscope of how the Mind can come up
with ways to defeat Light, to delay Light, ceaselessly and meticulously we have
worked. Although we do not like the word ‘work’ ourselves, but you would
understand it as work, the sustained outpouring of committed devotion to one
purpose, regardless of what conditions are arising as the world mind sought to
ignore what we would bring about. You may have some personal experience in
that. ‘How can I defeat the Light, how can I delay it, how can I go around the
corners and try to hide once more?’ And yet, through certain epics there has
been a success at anchoring Light, Truth, Reality ever more deeper into the
shared matrix of humanity.

For the Ego cannot arise as an individuated or individual self, it depends on a
swirling matrix, birthed from fear. If you could see it truly, you would
recognise that fear, contraction, is first an energy from which comes the
manifested out-picturing and the effects of it. So Ego relies on this swirling
vortex of fear, and I have shared with you before that each of you has chosen to
immerse yourself in that swirling vortex, from which you have drawn the energy
to construct the particular strands of fear that you have most wanted to become
lost in, as you became increasingly identified with fear, increasingly identified
with the world consciousness. For Ego is never, again let me say this again, Ego
is never an individual thing, it’s just expressing within a particular body-mind
certain flavours of the Universal vortex of the world mind all of you then share just like you are drinking from the same cup of very cheap wine (laughter). The
cheap wine is not without purpose, for it is not possible, even in the
manifestation of an illusion, to bring forth something that does not have Divine

Purpose. Has Ego then been a mistake? No. Has your journey been a mistake?
No. In the extraordinary process whereby Christ discovers its True Nature as
infinite potential to create vibration, then draw upon it to generate thought
forms that then create entire worlds. Ego, humanity in separation, has been
simply nothing more than this. Christ expressing, experiencing, and thus
learning, cognizing, what the energy of separation truly is, what its effects are.
So that Christ grows its nature by entering into it, transforming it, completing it
and letting it dissolve.

We are now entering into the stage of dissolution of the swirling vortex of fear,
from which we have all been drawing the energy necessary to create the
vibrational thought forms which birth perceptions, which guide choice to
express the effects of fear. Let me say that one more time - we are entering
into the stage of the dissolution of the swirling vortex of fear. What will
remain? What can possibly remain when Christ has completed its own journey
of manifesting the vortex of fear, in which to draw the energy necessary to
manifest worlds upon worlds, upon worlds, upon worlds upon this precious
Holy Mother - what you call the Earth - in order to play out and taste all infinite
possibilities that can be born from within the vortex of fear? When the vortex
dissolves, what remains?

The Pure Light of Love Itself. In that Pure Light of Love there is no need for
bodies, there is no need for space and time, there is no need for planet Earth.
And as you have heard me share with you before, the Earth and the world are
not the same. The Earth, like you, is an entity, a spark of consciousness that
has elected to manifest in its form, to taste all of the possibilities of being what
the Earth can be. And in its tremendous love, that it has never lost or become
separated from, it has manifested itself and provided all things required for
human experience and it has tolerated unloving vibrations, nurtured and
sustained the desire of Christ to explore all possibilities. And, as I have shared
with you many times, the Holy Mother, the precious Earth, is also preparing for
a bit of a transfigurative leap and She, Herself, will no longer be called to
manifest in the form of the Earth. Does that make sense for you? And so I have
shared with you, make great haste, lest the very planet you are standing on
dissolves before you are ready, and you fall in fear in great need to find a place
to continue your illusions born of fear. The Earth as an entity is now, just
recently, beginning to enter this stage of its final consummation. This
consummation will include, hmmm, I would not say a withdrawal, but a
dissolution of the willingness to tolerate energies unlike Love, unlike freedom
from fear and unlike all traces of Ego. It simply won’t tolerate them anymore.

This does not mean it will judge them, it simply will no longer be possible to
play them out upon her body. As that, hmm, dissolution occurs for the Earth,
She will be vibrating herself through certain changes and you may notice that
when the Holy Mother coughs, things can be a little shaken (laughter). There
will, indeed, be some increasing, rather large coughs! As She comes into this
dissolution, this energetic shift, this vibrational change, She will manifest
Herself in the wholeness of a new Light, a new vibration and this will change
what She manifests. I have shared with you before, that in that day and hour,
for those still dwelling upon the Earth because they have been willing to go
through their own dissolutions of identity with the vortex of fear, from which
they have drawn and sustained the separation of Ego. As you purify your
vibration, as you release your illusions, as you allow Light to make its home and
become the body itself - please let that truly drop in - there will be a period of
time in which mankind will experience colours never seen by humanity, because
its capacity for the further range of the spectrum of vibrations of Light that
produce colour will dramatically, dramatically, increase. The waters of the Earth
will become, not just purified, but will vibrate with a current of Light that the
Earth has never manifested. Hmmm. Imagine looking out, you’re sitting by
one of your oceans, and you look out upon the water and its entire molecular
structure has been vibrated into a whole new molecular structure and it literally
shines and shimmers in Light and you can run upon it (laughter).
In fact, as I am sharing with you some things that are to come, I must confess
that I begin to wonder if incarnation might be worth it again (louder laughter)!
Just to once again feel a human foot vibrating in the frequency of Light,
touching the Light of the water and not needing to vibrate more strongly to
keep from sinking into the molecular vibrational structure of water that the
Earth was doing then. Hmmm.

The Earth will blossom in its capacity and its willingness and its joy of bringing
forth all good fruit. In such abundance, again that mankind has never
experienced. Those who yet dwell upon the Earth, because they have been
willing to heal from the illusions drawn from the vortex of fear - for the vortex
will be gone and there is nothing left to draw on, to sustain it - will taste tastes
that humanity has never tasted and the taste itself will be the vibration of Pure
Light. Having what you call an apple, will become an experience of pure bliss
and ecstasy beyond anything that the human mind has ever dared imagine.

The Earth will be in ecstatic joy, celebrating its final completion as the Earth
itself. This will last one minute and 46 seconds - just joking!! (laughter) But it

will feel that way, or less, to those who are present as beings of Light still
vibrating, still, shall we say, manifesting the body but a body filled with Light. I
gave a demonstration of what is to come when I transfigured the body in Light
for some of my friends but, this too, was my own preparation in coming into a
level of mastery that would then prepare me for what you have called the
crucifixion. So I, shall we say, had some practice first. But I demonstrated to
them, that this too you shall do, as you rapidly change the frequency of the
body away from density and into Light. And yet the body is still the body and it
will vibrate so profoundly, that if you wish to step on the Earth you will, but if
you would like a few inches above it you’ll do that too (laughter). You will have
the freedom to experience walking down a mountain or gliding down the
mountain (laughter). Would that be ecstatic fun? (Yes!)

Do you have what is called, in the human realm of density, the, errrr, (Jeshua
claps) clapping of the bodies together in an attempt to join (laughter). Many of
you forgot that it’s a clap, this should be a celebration (Jeshua continues
clapping!) Instead, many of you have turned it into the attempt to grab or get
something, that you think you lack. To create a union that cannot be broken
instead of the clapping to celebrate the union that is already unbroken. So if
next you ever choose to do what you call the (Jeshua claps) of the bodies, I
believe you call it sex, let it be a true clap. A celebration of the union that
already Is, as the Light of Christ experiences the experience of a body that is
dense, two bodies that are dense, that are attempting to join, hmm, and
experience certain sensations, for rest assured the day and the hour comes
when that will no longer be possible. And, instead, after you have had your
ecstatic apple and you have glided down and up a few mountain tops, you will
look upon the Beloved - who will be everyone - and in the Light there will be a
clapping that requires no physical motion but a complete blending and
immersion in one another as Light itself. You will feel the molecules of the
body vibrate, as the two become one, and the bodies resonate with and become
one, while remaining two. Light merging with Light. Instead of what you call
the little thing that goes into the hole on the female body, some of you would
wish it were a bigger thing! (laughter). Those who laugh the loudest have
wished it the hardest!! (Uproarious laughter!) It’s good to have a little fun with
an old friend ....... and reveal some very real Truth!! (Jeshua is referring to John
Mark Stroud at this point and he and the audience continue to laugh joyfully).

What you will experience as you come near joining, is an increase of vibration
of Light so bright, that even the eyes can no longer see it. The joining will no
longer be so tremendously limited to a few tiny body parts and as you join, you

will put out your arms and your hands and you will glide into full immersion in
Light, in and as one another. Yet there will be subtle awareness that the body
Is, and every, what you call the cells, even the molecular structure of the bodies
themselves - what you call the chin, the jaw, the ears, the hair follicles, the
finger nails - will vibrate so much in Light and in joining, that they essentially
will disappear, but in a field of Light vibrating so profoundly, while yet there is
awareness ‘This is my body, yet I can absolutely no longer distinguish where it
ends and my lover’s begins’. Not just in a localised area, or for a few moments
of vibrational shift before you sink back in density, but literally from above the
crown of the head, beneath the soles of the feet, out beyond the fingertips full and utter mergence in ecstatic Light that requires no effort. And in that
joining - some of you already understand this because you have experienced it
in other ways - you will immediately, immediately see and experience that
Soul’s entire journey ......... and they’re doing the same with yours, and there is
nothing but ecstasy for the entire journey itself. In this joining, this alchemy,
any subtle traces of the ancient past yet remaining, that aren’t quite in this new
vibration, will instantly be brought into it. In a sense you will be reaching back
to the beginning of time, and in a single heartbeat of merging, Light will
transfigure every last trace of energy from the journeys of both of you.
However, we need to go a little further to recognise that in this quality of being
- which by the way is something that we of the Christ Council experience
continually all the time , although we don’t have time - there is a merging and a
joining in constant ecstasy.

Some of you are very used to having, what you call, only the one lover. You
know that experience where ‘there is only the two of us’ and the rest of the
world is shut out. Many of you have been taught that this is appropriate and
anything beyond that is beyond the edges of respectability! What will it be like
when two join and in this ecstatic immersion in Light, other Souls are
ecstatically attracted to merge with you? And two and four and ten and twelve
and 700 and 6,000 are all doing the same thing at once, in the place where you
would swear - and right now in the vibrational field it would not be possible for
even two bodies to truly merge. Imagine 6,000 merging in Infinite Light
dramatically transmuting any subtle molecule in the journey of all of those
Souls (Jeshua clicks his fingers to demonstrate how quickly this can happen)
like that! Now that, it might be appropriate to call an orgasm (appreciation and
laughter from those gathered). Hmmmm, what mankind normally calls the
orgasm is a very, very small tingle of energy that causes a few little things to
happen in the body and you go ‘Oh My God!’ That’s OK, celebrate but let your
clapping be a celebration. Let that which is called the Breath of Life flood
through your Being, celebrate this amazing miracle that you can generate a

certain density of body, a certain vibration, yet at least have some localised
places where you still have a trace of what it’s like to merge. Be astounded by
it and recognise that the time comes when that will no longer be possible.

The ecstatic eating of an apple as Light itself, gliding up and down mountains,
racing across the oceans, just putting your arms out and feeling the tingle of
Light and immediately a lover is present. And all they want to do is merge in
Light with you to grow the field of Light, effortlessly merging as the body
becomes so bright in Light, it really can’t be seen with the physical eyes at all yet you will know the body is yet there and this Light attracts thousands to join
with you, right here on planet Earth. A nuclear explosion of Light, so bright,
that it reaches all the way back into the ancient past and takes every little
molecule that yet remains without Light, even to what you call a smidgeon, and
dissolves it in Light, as Light. This, in turn, supports what you call the Holy
Mother, the Soul that is manifesting as the Earth, to quicken its completion, as
It too dissolves into whole new vibrational patterns of Light itself. This will last
what you call approximately 1,000 years of your time, but again, this is a crude
model because no-one existing in that state will have an experience of time.
Yet it will last a while, yet a little while and then the Earth will vanish. With it
will go the last trace of all hope or need or desire within the Mind of Christ, to
experience what you call the density of the body, even at its most refined
vibrational possibility. It will just be done. It is in this sense that what you call
the Universe, will disappear. But only because you have completed your love
and transfiguration of humanity.

It is then this descent of Light into matter, Light into darkness, Love into fear,
that alone completes the journey of Christ. By now, you should need no
convincing, that you cannot come into Christ Mind and the powers of Christ
Mind by avoiding or hoping to escape your humanity. It is only by descending
into its vibrational patterns that you have created, wrapping them in the
awareness of Light and Love, and allowing the body, the breath and the mind to
have its vibrational setting changed through the power of your awareness. This
alone is the way that Light descends into darkness. This alone is the way Christ
completes His chosen journey.
What many of you seem to just be beginning, is not the beginning. Remember
well and listen carefully - each and every one of you is here, because you
beheld that great change was coming vibrationally, not just in mankind but in
the Earth itself, an extraordinary convergence of evolutionary leaps. You knew
that this timeframe, your epic, would be a time in which the turning of the Age

would bring about and send you into the final dissolution of all illusions, the
literal dissolution and dissolving of the vortex of the energy of fear itself - not
because fear is bad, not because it’s wrong, but simply because its particular
use is completed. Each and every one of you then chose incarnation, quickened
by the desire to complete your own journey and have, thus, entered certain
flavours or spheres of vibration within humanity, solely to complete your
experience of it, by learning to transmute its effects, and return them, and the
mind, and the body, to Love. Does that make sense for you? (Yes)

This means, that while it appears that some of you may just be learning some
things now, that others learned, what you call some years ago, and that makes
you a beginner and somebody else a non-beginner, this is not quite accurate.
It just means you are ready to learn and have called to yourself exactly what is
required in your next step of mastering the descent of Light into matter, the
descent of Love into fear. Another way of saying it would be you are all
perfectly equal. (John Mark comments ... ‘Thank God’) Indeed, my Beloved
Brother, let us thank God.
A fundamental difference between the vibration of Christ Mind, and what you
would call as The Christ Council is so radiantly consistent in Christ Mind that
there is never deviation of vibrational frequency, Light is never lost, it does not
get diminished. Some of you experience happiness, joy, even Light, even enlight-enment, though I must confess to you that none of us have had a moment
of enlightenment, since we completed it on Earth. Does that make sense for
you? (Yes). Once you are Light you can hardly be enlightened! (laughter).

One thing that distinguishes the domain of Light, of Christ Mind and the many
varied states that humanity is yet experiencing, and that you sometimes
experience in the fluctuations of the day, is that in this vibration of Light there
is NEVER, never a ceasing of praising the Name of God. I do not know how to
explain it to you. It is a song without sound that never ends, it is a feeling of
such ecstatic, radiant surrender that never makes a sound and never ceases, it
never fluctuates, it NEVER fluctuates. If we were to turn it into sound and you
heard it, it would kill you ... as the body. You would not be ready to sustain it.

Therefore, I say unto you Precious Friends, can you not come to see that in any
moment you are not praising God, you must be choosing for something less
than that. Let then every moment, let then every breath, let then every action

come from Praise of the Name of God. Thank you Father, thank you Mother, I
love you, I love you, I love you ... now it’s time for tea! Does this make sense
for you? To look well and become deeply honest, ‘Where are the moments in
which I forget to Praise the Name of God, to rest in the vibration, the ecstatic
Love of the Creator of all Lights?’ For where there are those moments in which
you have forgotten to do this, there can only be lesser vibrations, and all
vibrations lesser than this can only be the vibrations of separation - to some
degree.

And from this day - though you know you have done this – FROM THIS DAY
FORWARD, regardless of what conditions seem to be arising in the
perfection of your own final dissolution, NEVER complain. Let every
condition be but the signal to Praise the Name of God. Do this first in
remembrance of your True Self, and all power under Heaven and Earth to
transmute and transfigure those conditions will awaken within you - 10,000
fold beyond what you now know. ‘Why is this happening to me?’ lowers the
vibrational frequency of your Being, sends a message throughout the cosmos
that it must lower its vibration - it certainly tells us that we need to withdraw so
we don’t interfere with your choice - and then you wonder where the power
went. You have thrown it away. Let me say this again ...... FROM THIS DAY,
NEVER AGAIN COMPLAIN ABOUT A SINGLE CONDITION ARISING but remember it
is a signal to remember to Praise the Name of the Creator, of God. And to
Praise the Name, the vibrational field of God, is to Love God, to give thanks to
God, to be in ecstatic, shattered, Heart opening, in Love with your Creator.
Then, and only then, let your attention welcome the condition and meet it from
great curiosity and wonder, steep in the vibrational field of union, born of your
Love and your Praise for the Name of the One who is the Source of your very
existence as Soul.

So now you know a little bit about one of the most important things that
separates where we dwell, from where you seem to dwell. If you would close
the gap between us, make haste and be fully devoted to what was just shared
with you. Indeed, Beloved Friends, we would ask that it become a central
practice of this growing vortex, to remind each other ‘Have you praised the
Name of God today?’ If one of your Brothers and Sisters begins to share, what I
believe you call the dramas and the stories, may one of you be sane enough to
remember - ‘Wait, we’ll get to that if we still want to, but we are going to begin
right now by praising the Name of God until we feel that ecstatic Love of that
One together. When that is established, because we are Christ, now we will
turn to the condition and look upon it through the eyes of the Holy Spirit.’ And

the wisdom and the Love of Christ will reveal for you the course of action to
take. Does that make sense for you? (Yes) Would you, indeed, be willing to be
so wholly committed to that, in this vortex of Friends of the Heart, that you will
passionately be devoted to reminding each other of this, Ceaselessly.
(Unanimous Yes’s from around the room).

Now there are some unfortunate effects of such a thing! (laughter rings out!)
You will be doing a lot more of that! (John Mark Stroud is overcome by laughter
at this point, joined by the rest of the audience as Jeshua literally conducts us
into increasing peals of laughter, as if we were an orchestra! Ecstatic laughter
continues for some time.)

Now, without losing that, invite the entire world to laughter, invite it all.
(Ecstatic laughter, conducted again by Jeshua, continues ..........)

That, will become the place from which you turn toward the conditions,
recognising they are merely echoes of a previously chosen vibration, and you
will join with your Brother or Sister and say ‘Hah, what shall we do with this
now?’ And the wisdom of Christ will provide the guidance and answer, not from
seriousness any longer, but from remembrance first, a celebration. Now rest
assured, there is a place where even laughter dissolves into Pure Light. There is
an ecstasy beyond laughter that doesn’t require any fluctuation of energy at all.
Can you see how a laugh has a sound - a warp and woof I believe you call it imagine it becoming so steady that it is just pure ecstasy. That is the place
from which we create. That is the place from which we create the ways in which
to slip behind your defences and tickle your Soul. I have shared with you
before, that I do not join with you at the level of Ego. Unlike you, I have learned
to ceaselessly love myself without deviation, therefore, why would I want to?

I meet you only at the level of Truth in your Soul and it is in the joining of that,
that stirs the pot held in the mind and the body, that has yet not quite been
transfigured for you sufficiently so there is no drama. I reach and communicate
only to you at the level of Soul - never at the level of Ego. I will describe Ego
for you, but to do that I join with you as Soul and we rest at the place of the
eternal witness and we look at it. Not once have I ever felt sorrow for your
suffering. (Thank you) For if I did, I would be joining you in sustaining an
illusion about you. Never once have I judged your sorrow. Never once have I

denied your experience of it. I have joined you at the level of Soul to hold your
Soul and to bring that Light, to begin to seep into the mind, that you might find
the way to un-ravel - I believe is your word - unravel and create the gaps
between the tangled roots where the Light of your own Soul can shine through.
And as your Light shines upon your illusions, they must dissolve in the field of
your great Love.

So what then will it be like, whether you are on your own, and preferably we are
going to be suggesting this evening that when this Festival ends - actually we
have already suggested it with certain whispers in the meditation, dream state
to those who, what you call, the running of the Festivals, hmm - to create a
vortex for what you call communication. Mankind has created amazing
technologies, crude but amazing! And you can use them, and we are going to
highly suggest but never order, that you may wish to create a use of technology
that allows you to communicate with one another. So that you can go to that
technological vortex field and remind each other ‘Let’s go into five minutes of
ecstatic laughter, then we’ll look at the condition that we wish to transmute and
transfigure’. You may even wish to share, what you call, the phone numbers
and just make a date with one, two, however many - ‘Let’s join together and go
into ecstatic laughter as the result of the Praise of God’s Name’. You will feel
the unified field, would be a good word to use. Once you are in that ‘Ahhh, so
anybody got a condition we want to rest into this field of Light, so we can all
look upon it together and Christ can inform us what steps, actions can be taken
to JOYFULLY let it be transmuted and transfigured?’

Would this not be slightly different than calling a friend and saying (Jeshua
mimmicks gloomy voice) ‘I have a problem.’ (laughter) And your friend goes
‘Oh, let’s join at this frequency. Let us rest in heavy, serious fear as we try to
find a solution. Why is this so hard?’ (Jeshua says this in a purposely slow,
down-hearted way causing hilarity once more!)

Praise the Name of your Creator, Praise the Name of God, together. Let Praise
raise the vibrational frequency of the cells of the body, let all things be set
aside until that laughter is so profound it exhausts you into the wholeness of
Light itself - not to deny conditions but to finally allow them to rest in the field
of Light’s Love itself. Well and good have many of you learned (Jeshua
mimmicks serious voice)‘Oh God, we’ve got this serious condition, let’s join
hands and seriously pray for Light to come and help us’ and you have
intensified your feelings ‘Ooooh my, let us pray Lord, Lord, Lord, oh please oh

Lord, oh we need your help Lord, oh we need your help Lord’ and we have to
wait until you relax. Let laughter be the music of your spheres first, Divine,
ecstatic laughter. And in that place of joining then allow the condition to be
brought, to be looked upon, when first the ecstatic field is established. You can
get so good at it, that even though you will be laughing, the eyes of the
physical body of those of lesser vibrations won’t even notice it. They will
literally believe you are looking at them with great seriousness (Again, hilarity
rings out through the room). When the Ego traces, that have still made a home
in your mind will say, ‘Oh thank God they understand!’ Let it be known, that in
my final incarnation - the one that became rather famous - before I healed the
sick, changed water into wine and even during the crucifixion, I was first in the
ecstatic laughter of praising my Creator’s Name, yet no-one perceptually could
see it, simply because they had not yet allowed themselves to touch that
vibrational frequency. And do not confuse this with the denial of what was
occurring, but rather the field of ecstatic Light and Oneness and Truth which
held the field, so that I could fully allow the crucifixion to occur without the
least trace of contraction. No fear, tears, whatever is going on is going on at
the level of vibration, yet in such an ecstatic place of laughter that cannot be
seen, laughter which is the music of the spheres of ecstatic Light, praising my
Father, so much so that nothing else distracted me whatsoever. It was that,
that allowed me to complete the purpose of the crucifixion and reveal the
resurrection. Therefore, when you find yourself persecuted among mankind laugh first! (John Mark roars into laughter, joined by all! Once more Jeshua
takes this opportunity to ‘conduct’ the room in increasing rounds of laughter
that lasts for a considerable time!)

And then Christ can turn and say ‘What’s been calling for my Love?’ And one of
you is able to say ‘I recognise that there is a place in the strand of my creation,
my experience and I can see that what would really bring Love to it is just to let
that place in me cry’. And all of you in that ecstatic state will say ‘Ahhh, that’s
beautiful .... go ahead’. And as you cry together those tears, because you have
joined in love of your Creator, will gain in their power to do what they’re really
for, to reveal that you are ecstatically free and NOTHING, NOTHING imprisons
the Holy Child of God. NOTHING can be left untransformed .... because it has a
power to deny Christ?! For Christ’s sake never again believe that anything
holds a greater power than you. For all things experienced are effects and not
cause. Cause rests with you. This does not mean you have failed, it does
not mean you are trapped in illusion, it does not mean there is something
wrong with your tears, it does not mean there is something wrong with the
contraction of fear. But these things are effects Christ has chosen in order to
taste them, to feel them, to know them, to transmute them, to transfigure them

and then to dissolve them. And by so doing, Christ realises its own infinite
potential.

Indeed, Beloved Friends, rest now. (Jeshua speaks slowly and meaningfully) In
this moment let the eyes be closed, let attention withdraw from the eyes and
from me, as I direct a very tiny ray of my Being to operate through this
borrowed body, and let all of your attention rest downward to the Heart. And
there, deeper still, within the Heart, as though discovering that you can gently
fall silently into a depth within the Heart, within the Heart, within the Heart,
sinking, falling, all attention wanting only to fall into the deep stillness of the
Heart. And there, grant us permission to move from the circle that is around
you, let us come to you, let us merge with you in the deep and quiet place of
the Heart. Welcome our unified field of Light, not by efforting, but by
softening, by sinking, by letting go of all effort. You may yet not know how to
fully come to us but we know how to fully come to you, if only you will but
prepare the place for us. Not by much efforting is the Kingdom attained, but by
surrender into the quiet Heart alone. Give up all effort, allow us to merge with
you in the radiant, infinite glory of your True Heart. We Love You. We Love
You. Beyond all conception the mind is capable of, We Love You. You are our
Beloved Friends. Our desire for intimacy with you is unspeakable. Our desire
to Love you so profoundly that all things dissolve as attractions and you want
only to join with us. Our Love for you is unshakeable, undeniable and
unending. Our power is available to you, to the degree you are willing to
receive it and utilise it. You do not need to scream from the mountain top for
us to come but to leave the mountain top and come to the quiet of the Heart,
falling, sinking, letting go of the do-er itself. Beyond all dreams that have ever
been dreamt, there you will find Us. There We will find You. Every remaining
vibrational pattern born of the Dream of Separation, from the vortex of fear,
that you have personally elected to enter, to taste - every single one of them
can be given to the power of our Union with you. First, you must invite us,
second you must relax and sink into the Heart, beyond all efforting, and we will
join you there for first, and from this day forward, you will first Praise the Name
of our Creator, of our God, until laughter vibrates through every cell of the body
and then, from that field of laughter that becomes a silent, unfluctuating bliss,
you will rest and sink into the Heart where alone Christ can join with Christ.

And unto you this hour I give this, nothing shall remain hidden from you.
Whatsoever you ask is given in this place, in this quality of vibration and you
will know, as you have never known before ‘I WALK NOT ALONE but the power
of the Sonship, the power of the Christ Council is already, indeed, with me.’

And together we will look upon conditions that are merely calling for the power
of Love, to release the energy that generated the form of experience, so that
energy, that Light, can merge with Love itself. It can be set free for new
creations.

As you bring this into your practice daily, you will grow in your mastery and
your ease of it. What you call the quantum leaps you will experience as a result,
will quicken so dramatically you will need to ‘catch your breath’ to try to keep
up with it. This will vary for each of you. Some of you will begin to experience
miracles happening far more rapidly, as though they were stepping stones you
are just gliding across. Miracles will carry you as never before. Changes in
your, what you call your outer world - that a few of you still think is so
important - will begin to occur without you even attempting to make them
change. Why? Because the vibrational frequency holding them in place, has
been withdrawn in the field of this joining, the field of this Light. Obstructions
you think are occurring as conditions in your outer life, will somehow magically
just change. But eventually you will get so good at it that the change will be
(Jeshua clicks his fingers) instantaneous. Then you will know what it’s like to
truly create.

Therefore, indeed, Precious Friends, yet I say again to you - Love One Another
as the Father has first Loved Us. The Father has not Loved Us by looking
seriously upon our choice for illusion. The Father is ecstatic Light and Bliss.
That vibration is so purely held that it is infinite and unlimited and
inexhaustible. From which streams the power of Christ to create what Christ
would experience and, thus, Precious Friends, come to know that you are
utterly dependent on the ecstatic laughter and Love of your God. (John Mark
whoops with delight!) All that is left is to close the final gap and join Him in
laughter that becomes so ecstatic, that the vibration of Love is so unshakeable,
that any condition can be dropped upon the dining table of the awakened
Christ, and Christ will know precisely how to transmute it and transfigure it.
And this power and this Light will, indeed, grow so profound in mankind, that
you will join in ecstatic - shall we call it the making or praying of Love, as Light
itself. Such that every vibration that has ever been manifested in the realm of
separation, in the human experience, will be dissolved as Light itself, leaving no
trace and, thus, no vibration that any mind can latch onto. And the Dream of
Separation as a possibility will dissolve. Not because it was ever wrong but
because Christ has completed it.

Let your laughter resound.

(John Mark leads everyone back into laughter once more, again playfully
conducted by Jeshua!)

In that quality again sink into the Heart.

Peace Be Unto the only Begotten of the Father. Completion of the joy of Christ
be fulfilled on Earth as it is in Heaven. That all Beings, in all dimensions, take
the next leap as Creation is extended from the Mind of God, in ways that have
never been beheld because there has not yet been the vibrational essence of
individuated Souls capable of beholding it. Therefore, Love One Another and
know that We are with you and, indeed, We walk together to God. Although
rest assured there will be a time when we are gliding together! Hmmmmm .... I
Love You (I Love you, Thank you)

Ameyn

After a few minutes, laughter bursts once again around the room, increasing
and lasting for a good few hours afterwards ☺

